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Askey-Wilson Polynomials 
for Root Systems of Type BC 

TOM H. KOORNWINDER 

ABSTRACT. This paper introduces a family of Askey-Wilson type orthogo
nal polynomials inn variables associated with a root system of type BCn. 
The family depends, apart from q, on 5 parameters. For n ::: 1 it special
izes to the four-parameterfamily of one-variable Askey-Wilson polynomials. 
For any n it contains Macdonald's two three-parameter families of orthog
onal polynomials associated with a root system of type BCn as special 
cases. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, some families of orthogonal polynomials associated with root 
systems were introduced. The families studied by Heckman & Opdam [6], [4], 
[5] become Jacobi polynomials for root system BC1 . The families studied by 
Macdonald (see [11] for root system An and [12] for general root systems) be
come continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials for root system A1 and continuous 
q-Jacobi polynomials for root system BC1 (see Askey & Wilson [1, §4]). For all 
root systems Macdonald's polynomials tend to the Heckman-Opdam polynomi
als as q tends to 1. 

This paper introduces a family of Askey-Wilson type polynomials for root 
system BCn which depends, apart from q, on 5 parameters. For n = 1 it 
specializes to the four-parameter family of Askey-Wilson polynomials. For any 
n it contains Macdonald's two three-parameter families as special cases: for 
the pair (BCn, En) directly and for the pair (BCn, Cn) when q is replaced by 
q2 . Moreover, the weight function integrated over the orthogonality domain 
was explicitly evaluated by Gustafson [3] as a generalization of Selberg's beta 
integral. 
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The proofs in this paper are very much inspired by Macdonald's proofs in 
[12), in particular by his proofs in case of root systems Ea, F4 , G 2 , where there 
is no minuscule fundamental weight available. 

The contents of this paper are as follows. Section 2 summarizes Macdonald's 
results. The special case BCn of these results is discussed in §3 and the fur
ther specialization to BC1 in §4. The long section 5 introduces Askey-Wilson 
polynomials for root system BCn, shows that these polynomials are eigenfunc
tions of a certain difference operator and establishes the full orthogonality of the 
polynomials. Finally, in §6, special cases and open problems are discussed 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The research presented here was essentially done sev
eral years ago, in December 1987, while the author was visiting the IRMA at 
the University of Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire. I thank prof. S. Toure for his hospi
tality. I thank prof. I. G. Macdonald for sending me his informal preprints at 
such an early stage. The observation that the Askey-Wilson polynomials for 
root system BCn also include Macdonald's polynomials for the pair (BCn, Cn), 
was recently made by J. F. van Diejen. I thank G. Heckman and the referee for 
useful comments to an earlier version of this paper. 

2. Summary of Macdonald's results 

In this section we summarize Macdonald's [12] results on orthogonal polyno
mials associated with root systems. See Humphreys [7] and Bourbaki [2, Chap.6] 
for preliminaries on root systems. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space 
with inner product {., . ). Write lvl := {v, v) 112 for the norm of v E V. Write 

vv := 2v/lvl2 , 0 -:f. v E V. 

Let R be a not necessarily reduced root system spanning V. Let S be a reduced 
root system in V such that the set of lines {~a I a E R} equals {~a I a E S}. 
Then the pair (R, S) is called admissible and Rand Shave the same Wey! group 
W. Now, for each a ER, there is a (unique) Ua > 0 such that a. := u;- 1 a E S. 
Assume that R is irreducible. It can be arranged, after possible dilation of R 
and S, that Ua takes values in {l, 2} or in {l, 3}. 

Let 0 < q < 1. Put qa := q""'. Let a i--.. t 0 be a W-invariant function on 
R, taking values in (0, 1) (for convenience). Then t 0 only depends on lul. Put 
to := 1 if a E V\R. Let ka 2:: 0 be such that q~"' =ta. 

Let R+ be a choice for the set of positive roots in R. Let. 

Q := :Z-Span(R), Q+ := :Z+-Span(R+). 

Here, and throughout the paper, Z+ := {O, 1, 2, ... }. Let 

be respectively the weight lattice of R and the cone of dominant weights. Define 
a partial order on P by >. ;:::: µ iff >. - µ E Q+ . 
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For >. E P let e>. be the function on V defined by 

e>.(x) := ei(>.,x), x E V. 

Extend this holomorphically to V + iV. If f is a function on V then put 
(wf)(x) := f(w- 1x) for w E W, x E V. Hence we>. = ew>._ Let A be the 
complex linear span of thee>. (>. E P). Let Aw denote the space of W-invariants 
of A. Put 

m;.. := IW;..l-1 E ew>. = E eµ, ). E p+_ 
wEW µEW>. 

Here W;.. denotes the stabilizer of>. in W. Them;.. (>. E P+) form a basis of Aw. 
Note that m;..(x) = m;..(-x) (>. E p+, x E V). If -id E W then /(x) = f(-x) 
for f E Aw. In particular, we will then have that m;.. is real-valued on V. 

Let Rv := {a v I a E R} be the root system dual to R. Let Qv := tz
Span( Rv ). Then T := V/(27rQv) is a torus. Let x be the image in T of x E V. 
Let dx be the normalized Haar measure on T. For >. E P the function x ...., e>. ( x) 
is well-defined on T. For a, a 1 , ... , ak E C put 

00 k 

(a;q)oo := IT(l-aqi), (a1, ... ,ak;Q)oo := IT(a;;q)oo· 
i=l j=O 

Define 

Then D.. = D..+ D..+. Define a hermitian inner product on Aw by 

(f,g) := 1w1- 1 £t(x)g(x)D..(x)dx. 

DEFINITION 2.1. For >. E p+ let P;.. E Aw be characterized by the two 
conditions 

(i) P;.. = m;.. + Eµ<>. U>.,µ mµ for certain complex coefficients u;..,µ; 

(ii) (P;.., mµ) = 0 ifµ<>.. 

THEOREM 2.2. 

Define 

(Tvf)(x) := f(x - i(log q)v), x, v E V, 

for functions f being analytic on a suitable subset of V +iV containing V. Hence 

Tve>. = q(v,>.) e\ >. E P. 

Let (j E V be such that ((j, a*) takes just two values 0 and 1 as a runs through 
R+ ((j is a so-called minuscule fundamental weight for sv). Such (j exists for all 
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Snot being of type Es, F4 or G2• In these last three cases we can choose er such 
that (er, a*} takes values 0, 1 and 2 as a runs through R+. Now put 

T11~+ 
~11:=~, 

wEW 

wEW 

m11(..\) := 1w11i- 1 I: q(wa,>..), 

wEW 

Pk := ~ I: lea a. 
et ER+ 

THEOREM 2.3. D 11 maps Aw into itself. The P>.. are eigenfunctions of D11 
with eigenvalue 

q(l1,Pk) (m11(..\ +Pk) - m11(Pk)). 
If S is not of type Es, F4 or G2 then E 11 maps Aw into itself, the P>. are also 
eigenfunctions of E 11 with eigenvalue 

q(",Pk) ma(..\+ Pk)· 

and 

with E 11 (I) scalar. 

3. The case R = BCn 

Identify V with ffi. n and let £1, ... , C:n be its standard basis. Consider in V 
the root systems 

R := {±c:j} U {±2t:j} U {±£; ± C:j h<i of type BCn, 
SB := {±t:j} U {±.::; ± C:j h<i of type Bn. 
Sc:={±t:j}UH(±c:;±c:;)};<i oftypeCn. 

Then SB and Sc are reduced, R, SB and Sc have the same Weyl groups and in 
the mappings a,_. u;; 1a of R onto SB and onto Sc, Ua take the values 1 and 2. 

Note that Rv = R and that the weight lattice P and the root lattice Q of R 
are both given by 

Take 

Then 
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p+ = {m1c1 + · · · + mncn I m1 ~ m2 ~ ... ~ mn ~ 0, m1, ... , mn E 2}, 

Q+ = {m1(c1-c2)+···+mn-1(cn-1-cn)+mncn lm1, ... ,mn E~+}· 

The torus T := V/(27rQv) becomes l1r/(27r2n). Recall that we have a partial 

ordering on P such that >. ~ µ iff >. - µ E Q+ . 
For the pair (R, SB) we have 

and there are three different parameters ta, which we write as 

a := t±ej' b := t±2e;' t := t±e;±e;. 

(Recall that ta= 1 if a Ff: R.) Thus 

(3.1) 

where 

(3.2) 

and 

(3.3) 

A+_A+A+ 
U - Ul U2 l 

A+:= IT (ea;q)oo . 
2 (t ea· q) 

a=e;±e;;i<j ' 00 

For the pair (R, Sc) we have 

and there are three different parameters ta, which we write as 

a:=t±e;, b:=t±2ei' t:=t±e;±e1· 

Thus (3.1) holds with 

n (blf2e<i·q) (e2<;.,q2)oo 
A+:= II ' 00 

1 (abl/2e<i·q) (be 2"i;q2)00 
j=l ' 00 

(3.4) 

and 

(3.5) A+ ·- IT (ea; q2)oo 
2 ·- (tea-q2) · 

<>'=e;±e j; i<j ' 00 
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Since -id E W in case of root system BCn, m,i_ will be real-valued and we 
can read for condition (ii) of Definition 2.1 that 

£ P,i_(x) mµ(x) .6.(x) dx = 0 ifµ<.\. 

For the element <T of §2 we can take c1 in the case Ss and c1 + c2 + ···+En 
in the case Sc. In both cases <T is minuscule. So Theorem 2.3 is valid with these 
choices of <T. In particular, in the case Ss the polynomial P,i_ is eigenfunction of 
D< 1 with eigenvalue 

n 

(3.6) l:(abt2n-j-1 (q,\i -1) +ti-1 (q->.i -1)). 
j=l 

The choice <T := 2c1 in the case Sc would give values 0, 1 and 2 for (<r, a*) as a 
runs through R+. It will turn out in §6.l that, in case Sc, the P,i_ are not only 
eigenfunctions of £ 01 + .. +<,, but also of D2< 1 • 

4. The case R = BC1 

For n = 1 the two root systems Ss and Sc coincide and the results of §3 
specialize as follows. We have T = ~/(27T:Z::), P = Q = Z, p+ = :Z+, the partial 
order on P is the ordinary total order on :Z::, 

and 

{ 
eilx + e-ilx, l = 1, 2, ... , 

m1(x) = 
1, l = o. 

(e2ix; q)oo 
( ql/2 eix' -ql/2 eix' a bl/2 eix' -bl/2 eix; q )oo 

( e2ix; q2)00 
(a bl/2 eix, q a bl/2 eix, -bl/2 eix, -q bl/2 eix; q2) 00 · 

The inner product for W-invariant functions f, g becomes an integral over the 
period of 27T-periodic even functions, so it can be written as 

1 (" 
(!, g) = 27T Jo f(x) g(x) .6.(x) dx. 

Askey-Wilson polynomialspn(y;a,b,c,dlq) (n E :Z:+) are defined, up to a 
constant factor, as polynomials of degree n in y which satisfy the orthogonality 
relations 
( 4.1) 

1" . I (e2ix; q)oo 12 
(PnPm)(cosx,a,b,c,dlq) ( . b. . d. ) dx = 0, 

Q ae'X' elX l Ce'X l e•x; q 00 
n-=Jm. 

See Askey & Wilson [1]. Here a, b, c, dare real, or if complex, appear in complex 
conjugate pairs, and lal, lbl, lei, ldl::::; 1, but the pairwise products of a, b, c, dare 
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not ~ l. When the condition !al, lbl, Jcl, ldl :::=; 1 on the parameters is dropped, 
finitely many discrete terms have to be added to the orthogonality relation (4.1). 

When we compare the expression for 6. + ( x) with the Askey-Wilson weight 
function we see that Macdonald's polynomials for root system BC1 coincide, up 
to a constant factor, with Askey-Wilson polynomials 

P1( cos x; qlf2, -ql/2, ab1/2, -bl/21 q). 

By Askey & Wilson [l, (4.16), (4.17), (4.20)] the continuous q-Jacobi polynomials 
in M. Rahman's notation can be expressed in terms of Askey-Wilson polynomials 
by 

P/a,/3) (cos x; q) =const. p1( cos x; q112 , -q112, q°'+l/2 , -q/3+l/2 I q) 

=canst. pz( cos x; q°'+l/2, qa+3/2, -q/3+1/2, _q13+s/2 I q2). 

Thus, if we put a := q°', b := q2/3, then Macdonald's polynomials for root system 
BC1 coincide, up to a constant factor, with continuous q-Jacobi polynomials 
P/°'+/3-l/ 2,/3-l/ 2\cosx;q). This observation was already made by Macdonald 
[12, §9]. 

If n = 1 then, with O" := 1, 

(1 _a bl/2 eix) (1 + bl/2 eix) 
<I>o-(x) = 1 2· . - e ,:i; 

Thus, if we write 

then Theorem 2.3 yields 

<I>o-(-x) R1(q-lei:i:) + <I>a(x) R1(qeix) = (abq1 + q-1) R1(eix). 

Compare this with Askey & Wilson [l, (5.7), (5.8), (5.9)]: 

A(-x) (R1(q-leix) - R1(ei:i:)) + A(x) (R1(qeix) - R1(eix)) 

= -(1- q-1) (1 - q1- 1 abcd) R1(eix), 

where 
R1( eix) := const. p1( cos x; a, b, c, d I q) 

and 
(1 - aeix) (1 - beix) (1 - cei:i:) (1 - dei:i:) 

A(x) := (l - e2ix) (1 _ qe2ix) 

If c = q112 , d = -q 112 (the continuous q-Jacobi case) then 

(1 - aei:i:) (1 - bei:i:) 
A(x) = 2 . 

l-e"" 

and 
A(x)+A(-x)= l-ab, 

so 
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Thus Macdonald's difference equation for P1 in case R = BC1 coincides with the 
continuous q-J acobi case of the difference equation for Askey-Wilson polynomi

als. 

5. Askey-Wilson polynomials for root system BCn 

We use the notation of §2 and §3. Let 

Rt:= {2e;};=1, .. .,n, Rt:= {c:i ±c:;h:5i<j:5n, 

Ri :=Rt u(-Ri), R2 :=Rt U(-Rt), 
Rt:= Rf U Rj, Rl := Ri U R2 =Rt U (-Rt). 

Let R be the root system of type BCn of §3. Then R1. = {a ER I 2a f/. R}, a 
root system of type Cn in V with subsystems Ri of type nA1 and R2 of type 
Dn. (The subscript l stands for 'long'.) Let W be the Weyl group of R1.. It 
is a semidirect product of the group of permutations of the coordinates and the 
group of sign changes of the coordinates. Let p, p1, P2 denote half the sum of 
the positive roots of R1., Ri, R2, respectively. Then p = P1 + P2 and 

P1 = c1 + C:2 +···+en, P2 = (n - l)c1 + (n - 2)c2 + · · · + cn-1· 

Let P, p+ and the partial order:$ be as in §3. Write c-(w) := det(w) (w E W). 
Let AW,e consist of all f EA such that wf = c-(w)f (w E W). Write 

h := I: c:(w) ew>-, A E P. 
wEW 

The h+P (A E P+) form a basis of Aw,e. In particular, put 

o := Jp = II (eto- - e-to:) = eP II (1- e-o-) 

o:eRt aeRt 

and 

X.\ := 0-1 h+P• A E P. 

Then (A E P+) are in Aw and form a basis of Aw. We have 

X.\ = m,\ + I: a.\,µ mµ, A E p+, 
µEP+; µ<,\ 

for certain complex a,\,µ-

Fix q E (0, 1) and a, b, c, d, t EC. Let 

(5.1) Ll+ ·- IT (eo-;q)oo (eo-;q)oo 
~- l 1 1 1 II c ) (aeso- besa ces°' des°'·q) tea·q 

o-ERf ' ' ' ' oo o-ERt ' oo 

and 

(5.2) 

We are now ready to introduce Askey-Wilson polynomials for root system 
BCn. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Assume a, b, c, dare real, or if complex, appear in conjugate 
pairs, and that lal, lbJ, lcl, ldl ~ 1, but the pairwise products of a, b, c, dare not 
~ 1. Assume -1 < t < 1. Let T := [-71', 7r]n CV. For>. E p+ define P>. E Aw 
by the two conditions 

(i) P>. = m>,. + L:µeP+; µ<>. U>.,µ mµ for certain coefficients U>.,µ; 
(ii) fr P>.(x) mµ(x) ~(x) dx = 0 forµ E p+, µ < >.. 

We will generalize the case R = BCn of Theorem 2.2 by showing that the 
P>.. are orthogonal on T with respect to the weight function ~- The proof will 
be based on two lemmas, the first one giving the action of a suitable difference 
operator on the m>,., and the second one showing self-adjointness of this operator 
with respect to~ on T, when acting on Aw. 

Let O' := €1, similarly as in §3 for the pair (BCn, En)· Define 41" and D" as 
in §2, with ~ + being given by (5.1). Thus 

(5.3) 

and 

(5.4) 
wEW 

=IW"l- 1 L(w4>q)(Tw"f-f), fEAw. 
wEW 

LEMMA 5.2. 

with 

n 

D" m>., = L a>.,,µ mµ 
µEP+;µ-5,>. 

(5.5) a>.,>.= L(q- 1 abcdt 2n-j-l (q>-.i - 1) + ti-l (q->.i - 1)). 
j=l 

Here a, b, c, d, t may be arbitrarily complex. 

PROOF. It will be convenient to replace a, b, c, d in the expression (5.1) for 
~ + by a, -b, q! c, -q! d, respectively. Thus 

(5.6) 
+ II (e°';q)oo (e";q)oo ~ := 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) II (t a ) · 

R+ (ae2",-be2",q'ice2cr,-q2de2°';q 00 e ;q oo 
aE 1 aERt 
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By substitution of (5.6) in (5.3) we obtain 

(1 - ae"1) (1 + be"1) (1 - q~ ce"1) (1 + q! de"1) 
~ --'--~~-'---'~~--'-'-~-'---~-'--'--~~~ 

a - (1-e2°1)(1-qe2•1) 

( 1 _ -1 -£1) (1 + b-1 -E1) 
= abcdt2(n-l) a e e 

(1 _ e-2E1) 

(1 - q-! c-le-•1) (1 + q- ~ d-1e-e1) 
x -'--~~~~~-'-~~~~~-'-

( 1 - q-le-201) II 

Hence 

where 

(5.7) Wa := (abcd)(a,p1) t(a,2p2) eP+2p1 II (1- c(a,a)e-a) 

aERt 
n 

x II [(1- qe- 2"i) (1 - a-(u,ei)e-"i)(l + b-(a,ei) e-"i) 

j=l 

X (1- q-~c-(a,ti)e-"i) (1 + q-~d-(a,ei)e-"')] 

and 8q is the following element of Aw: 

(5.8) 

n 

=e2P1 II (1 - qe- 2"i) (1 - q- 1e- 2"i). 
j=l 

If EC (~R1) U R2 then write 

llEll := La. 
a EE 

Expansion of (5. 7) yields 

(5.9) Wa = L L CEo, .. ,E.,F eP+2p1-2llEoll-11Ei11-· -llE·ll-llFll 

Eo, .. ,E,c~Rt Fe Rt 

where 

(5.10) CEo, .. ,E,,F := (-l)IEol+IE1J+JE3J+JFJ qlEoJ-~JE3 l-~IE4 J 

x a(a,p,-IJEdl) b("",P1-llE2JI) c(a,p1-llE,JJ) d(u,p1-IJE4 JI) t(a,2p,-llFJI). 
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Now we can rewrite (5.4) as 

with 

(5.11) D(jf := IW(jl-1 L c:(w) (ww(j) (Twqf - !). 
wEW 

Consider (5.11) with f := m,>.. (.A E P+) and substitute (5.9). Then 

Dam>.= IW(jt 1 IW.>..l-1 L L L CEa, ... ,E4,F c:(w1) 
wi,w2EW E0 , •.. ,E4 c!Rt FcR;t 

X (q(w1a,w2>-.) _ 1) ew1(p+2P1-2llEoll-llEill-···-llE4ll-l!Fll)+w2>.. 

Put w2 = w1w. Then 

(5.12) 
Dam,>..= IWal-l IW>.1-l L '"' C (q(a,w>.) 1) LJ Ea, ... ,E4,F -

wEW E0 , ... ,E4 C!Rt FcR;t 

X Jw>.+p+2p1-2llEoll-llEill-···-llE•ll-llFll · 

Hence Dam>. E Aw,e. Now the J-function in (5.12) is either 0 or c:(w')c5x11, 
where w' E W, v E p+ and 

w'(v + p) = w.A + P + 2p1 - 2llEall - llE1ll - · · · - 11£411- llFll, 

so that 

(5.13) v + p = (w')- 1 w.A 

+ (w')- 1(3p1 - 2llEoll - llE1ll - · · · -11£411) + (w')- 1 (P2 - llFll). 

Now 
(5.14) 

n n 

(w')- 1(3p1 - 2llEall - llEill - · · · -11£411) = (w')- 1 L k;c:; = L kjc:; $ 3p1 
j=l j=l 

with k;, kj E {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3}, 

(5.15) (w')- 1(p2 - llFll) = (w')- 1 L kcxa = L k~a $ P2 

crER;f <>ER;f 

with ka, k::_ =±~,and 

(5.16) 

Substitution of (5.14), (5.15), (5.16) in (5.13) yields 

(5.17) v + p $ .A + 3p1 + P2 = .A+ p + 2p1. 
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Hence 

(5.18) 

for certain coefficients bv. 
In order to compute h+2 p, observe that equality in (5.17) holds iff equality 

holds in (5.14), (5.15), (5.16), i.e., iff (w')- 1w E W.>. and 

(5.19) llEoll = llE1ll = · · · = llE411 = ~(P1 - w' p1), 

(5.20) llFll = P2 - w'p2. 

Hence, by (5.12), 
(5.21) 

( ') C ( (<7,w.\) 1) b.H2p, = 1w"1-1 IW>.l- 1 € W E 0 , ... ,E4 ,F q - 1 

w,w'EW; (w 1 )- 1wEW~ 

where Ea, ... , E 4 , F are determined by (5.19), (5.20). It follows from (5.19), 
(5.20) that 

2llEoll + llFll = p- w'p, hence (-l)IEol+IFI = c:(w'). 

Substitution of (5.19), (5.20) into (5.10) now yields: 

CEa,. .. ,E,,F = c:(w') (abcd)!(l+((w')-'<7,pi)) tn-l+((w')-1<7,P2). 

When we substitute this last expression into (5.21) then we obtain 

w,w'EW; (w')- 1wEW~ 

Hence 

= IW" 1-1 L ( abcd)!(l+(w<7,pi}) tn-1+(w<1,P2) ( q(w<7,.\) - 1). 
wEW 

n 

(5.22) h+2p1 = L L (abcd)~(l+•) tn-l+e(n-j) (q<-'J - 1), 
j=l •=±1 

which is (5.5), when we take in account the replacement made for a, b, c, d. 
Next we show that, for f E Aw, D,,f given by (5.11) is divisible by 6q. In view 

of (5.8) this will follow if we can show that, for each w E W, ( wW") (TwJj J - J) 
is divisible by the 4n prime factors 1 ± q± ~ e-•i. By (5. 7), all but the two factors 
l±q-! e-wJj are divisors .of wWa. We will show that these two factors are divisors 
of Twa f - f. Write f as a Laurent polynomial F( e' I J ••• J e' n)' invariant under 
the transformations e'i 1--+ e-•1. If w<T = C:j then 

T. f f - F(e' 1 qe'i '") F( ' 1 'i '") wa - - , ... , , ... , e - e , ... , e , ... , e 
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becomes 0 for ee; = ±q-~, hence it is divisible by 1 ± q-~e-•i. A similar 

argument is valid for wrr = -C:j. 

By (5.18), 

( 5.23) 

for certain coefficients Cv, with c>+ 2p, = h+2p, given by (5.22). Also, 5- 1 D17 m>. 
will still be divisible by 8q. By (5.8), 8q E Aw with highest term m 2p,. Hence 

Dam>.= 5-i bi 1 Dum>. will be in Aw with highest term b>.+2p, m;>... 0 
We have 

Ll. = IT (ecr; q)oo II (ecr; q)oo 
(ae~<> be~<> ce~cr de~<>. q) (te<>· q) · 

aER1 ' ' ' ' 00 aER2 ' 00 

Hence 
Ll(x) = (wLl.)(x) = (wLl. +)(x) (wLl. +)(-x), w E W. 

LEMMA 5.3. With the assumptions of Definition 5.1 we have 

(5.24) fr (Daf)(x) g(x) Ll.(x) dx = £ f(x) (D 0 g)(x) Ll.(x) dx, f, g E Aw. 

PROOF. Since -id E W, f(x) = f(-x) and g(x) = g(-x). By (5.4) and 

(5.3), formula (5.24) can be equivalently written as 

(5.25) L { (Tw.,.(wLl. +))(x) ((Tw 17 f)(x) - J(x)) (w.6. +)(-x) g(-x) dx 
wEWJT 

= L { (w.6. +)(x) f(x)(Tw 17 (wLl.+))(-x) ((Twag)(-x) - g(-x)) dx. 
wEWjT 

Since T, f and g are W-invariant, formula (5.25) will be implied by the two 

identities 

and 

wEW wEW 

The second identity is obvious, since -id E W. For the first identity observe 

that the integral 

1 (Ll. + f)(z - i(log q), x2, ... , Xn) (Ll. + g)(-z, -x2, ... , -xn) dz 

over the contour 

C = [-7r, 71"] U [7r, 7r + ilogq] U ['11" + ilogq, -7!" + ilogq] U [-7r + ilogq,-71"] 
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vanishes by Cauchy's theorem. (By the assumptions on a, b, c, d, t there are no 
singularities inside the contour.) Now the result follows, since .6.. + f and .6.. + g are 
invariant under translations by 27ru. 0 

It follows now immediately from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 that: 

THEOREM 5.4. D"P>. =a>.,>. P>. with a;.,>. given by (5.5). 

Now we are ready for the main theorem. 

THEOREM 5.5. Jf >..,µ E p+,).. f.µ, then 

£ P;.(x) Pµ(x) .6..(x) dx = 0. 

PROOF. All integrals 

fr m>.(x) mµ(x) .6..(x) dx 

are continuous in a, b, c, d, t. Hence the coefficients u;.,µ m Definition 5.1 are 
continuous in a, b, c, d, t. This implies that 

l P;.(x) Pµ(x) 6.(x) dx 

is continuous in a, b, c, d, t. By Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 5.3, 

£ P>.(x) Pµ(x) .6..(x) dx = 0 

if a;.,>. f. aµ,w Fix distinct ;\ and µ it follows from (5.5) that, for fixed nonzero 
a, b, c, d, the eigenvalues a>.,>. and aµ,µ are distinct as polynomials in t. This 
implies the orthogonality of P>. and Pµ for a, b, c, d, t in a dense subset of the 
parameter domain under consideration. Hence, by continuity, the theorem fol
lows. 0 

The method of proof in this last theorem is different from the method used in 
similar situations by Macdonald [12]. While Macdonald leaves the parameters 
fixed and shows that equality of eigenvalues for all q implies (in most cases) 
equality of weights, the above proof leaves q fixed and shows that equality of 
eigenvalues for all parameter values implies equality of weights. 

6. Discussion of results 

6.1. Special cases. When we compare (5.1) with (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), then 
it is clear that Askey-Wilson polynomials for root system BCn with a, b, c, d, t 
replaced by q~, -q~, ab~, -b~, t become Macdonald's polynomials for the pair 
(BCn,Bn)· The operator D(J given by (5.4) then specializes to the operator for 
which Theorem 2.3 is valid in case (BCn, Bn), and the eigenvalue (5.5) specializes 
to the eigenvalue in Theorem 2.3, cf. (3.6). We can also work then with E" 
instead of D". 
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Next, when we compare (5.1) with (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) then it is clear that 
our polynomials with a, b, c, d, t, q replaced by abt, qabt, -bt, -qbt, t, q2 become 
Macdonald's polynomials for the pair (BCn, Cn)· The operator Du given by 
(5.4) then becomes the operator D2e 1 for the pair (BCn,Cn)· Theorem 2.3 does 
not say anything about eigenfunctions of this operator, but Theorem 5.4 implies 
that Macdonald's polynomials for the pair (BCn, Cn) are eigenfunctions of D2, 1 . 

This corresponds nicely with the cases E8 , F4 , G2 of Theorem 2.3, where (u, a,.) 
takes values 0, 1, 2 as a runs through R+ and we have to work with Du instead 
of Eu. It would be interesting to consider if P>. might also be eigenfunction of 
Du for other "quasi-minuscule" u. 

Comparison of (5.1) and (4.1) makes it evident that the BCn Askey-Wilson 
polynomials reduce to the one-variable Askey-Wilson polynomials for n = 1. 

6.2. A Selberg-type integral and a conjectured quadratic norm. Let 
.6. be given by (5.2) and (5.1) and let the parameters satisfy the inequalities of 
Definition 5.1. Gustafson [3, (2)] evaluated the Selberg type integral 

1 1211" 1211" n (t tn+j-2 b d· ) -- . .. A( ) d - 2n I IT ' a c 'q oo 
(27r)n 0 0 x X- n.i=1 (ti,q,abti- 1,acti-1, ... ,cdti-l;q)=' 

On the other hand, Macdonald [12, (12.6)] conjectured an explicit expression 
for the quadratic norm (P>., P>.) for polynomials P>. associated with any admis
sible pair (R, S). It can be shown that Macdonald's conjecture in case A = 0 
and (R, S) = (BCn, Bn) coincides with Gustafson's formula for (a, b, c, d) = 
(qt, -qt, abt, -bt). In October 1991, when prof. Macdonald was visiting The 
Netherlands, first the author has given a conjectured expression for (P>., P>.) / (1, 1), 
where P>. is an Askey-Wilson polynomial for root system BCn, and next Mac
donald [13] has rewritten this as a conjectured expression for {P>., P>.}· On the 
same occasion, Macdonald [13] has also extended his other conjectures in [12, 
§12] to the BCn Askey-Wilson case. 

6.3. The Askey-Wilson hierarchy for BCn. It is.very probable that all 
specializations and limit cases of one-variable Askey-Wilson polynomials have 
their analogues in the case of BCn. Someone should certainly write down the 
orthogonality relations and difference operators with explicit eigenvalues for all 
these specializations. In some cases these explicit formulas may be rigorously 
proved by straightforward limit transition from the general Askey-Wilson case. 
In other cases, the limit transition may only give a formal proof and, for a 
rigorous derivation, the proofs of the present paper will have to be imitated. 

q-Racah-type polynomials for root system BCn should also be obtained. Here 
analytic continuation from the BCn Askey-Wilson polynomials will be needed 
and residues, possibly higher dimensional, will have to be taken. Similar prob
lems will arise when the condition la!, lbl, lei, ldl S 1 is dropped in Definition 
5.1. In the corresponding one-variable case discrete terms are then added to the 
orthogonality relations. 
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6.4. Quantum group interpretations. It is known from work by Koorn
winder [9], [10], Koelink [8] and Noumi & Mimachi [15], [16] that one-variable 
Askey-Wilson polynomials have an interpretation on the quantum group SUq (2). 
Noumi [14] announces an interpretation of Macdonald's polynomials for root 
system An-l as zonal spherical functions on the quantum analogues of the ho
mogeneous spaces GL(n)/SO(n) and GL(2n)/Sp(2n). According to Noumi, 
this was already done for the quantum analogue of SL(3)/S0(3) by Ueno & 
Takebayashi. It would be interesting to find quantum group interpretations of 
Macdonald's polynomials in case of all root systems, and also of the BCn Askey
Wilson polynomials considered in the present paper. 
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